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We could make wonderfulthings together!

Product design, 
development, material 
selection and creation

Creative campaign 
concepts and engaging, 

on-brand content

Unique event and brand 
activation ideas, fun craft 
activities and custom kits

 Premium
Products

Marketing Bespoke
Campaigns Events



PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY     PARTY & PLAY     

Cotton Cap DIY
Includes: a cotton cap, embroidered 

adhesive patch, a variety of craft 

embellishments, and adhesive dots.

Explorer Binoculars
Includes: cardboard rolls, pre-cut 

colored paper, coloured ribbon, craft 

embellishments, and glue.

Party Sunglasses
Includes: a coloured transparent 

novelty pair of sunglasses, craft 

embellishments, and adhesive dots.

DIY Pencil Case
Includes: a cotton pencil case with a 

coloured zip, craft embellishments, 

and adhesive dots.

Spooky Monsters
Includes: a cardboard roll, pre-cut 

paper & sparkle foam shapes, craft 

embellishments, and glue.

Pumpkin Lantern
Includes: coloured card strips, pre-cut 

paper faces, pipe cleaners, string, 

and glue.



PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY   PARTY & PLAY     PARTY & PLAY     

Dream Catcher
Includes: a wooden hoop, pipe 

cleaners, and a selection of large 

coloured beads and ribbons.

Dress Up Necklace
Includes: ribbon, pre-cut paper 

shapes, stickers, a selection of beads, 

and glue.

Magnetic Heart Frame
Includes: a large heart shaped 

magnetic picture frame, a selection of 

craft embellishments, and glue.

Friendship Bracelet
Includes: pre-cut jewelry elastic, a 

colorful variety of beads, charms, and 

alphabet beads.

Creature Hat
Includes: headband / hat base, 

a variety of craft embellishments, 

stickers and glue.

Teddy Bear Ears
Includes: a coloured headband, pre-

cut ear shapes, craft embellishments, 

and glue.



Cake Slice Box
Includes: a paper mache box, air dry 

clay, cherry topper, and a variety of 

craft embellishments.

Paper Mache Cupcake
Includes: a paper mache cupcake, air 

dry clay, cherry topper, resin sweets, 

and a variety of craft embellishments.

Ice-Cream Banner
Includes: pre-cut base shapes, 

a straw, string, a variety of craft 

embellishments, and glue.

Paper Ice Cream
Includes: paper mache cone, coloured 

paper, cherry topper, a variety of craft 

embellishments, and glue.

Acrylic Biscuit Key Ring
Includes: acrylic biscuit shape, air dry 

clay, a variety of craft embellishments, 

metal key ring clasp.

Ice Cream Box
Includes: paper mache box, coloured 

paper shapes, cherry topper, a variety 

of craft embellishments, and glue.

FOODIE FUN   FOODIE FUN   FOODIE FUN   FOODIE FUN   FOODIE FUN   FOODIE FUN   FOODIE FUN   FOODIE FUN   FOODIE FUN   



 Clay Ice Cream
Includes: a paper mache cone, air dry 

clay, ice cream topper, a variety of 

craft embellishments, and glue.

Gumball Machine
Includes: clear cover, base shapes 

(pre-cut), a variety of craft 

embellishments, and glue.

Glitter Acrylic Cookie Key Ring
Includes: glitter acrylic cookie shapes, 

metal clasp, air dry clay, resin 

sprinkles, and craft embellishments.

Veggie Stew Collage
Includes: base shapes (pre-cut), paper 

veggies, paper pot lid, a variety of 

craft embellishments, and glue.

Food Magnet
Artist colab with @YanYanCandy
Includes: large food magnet, a variety 

of craft embellishments, and glue.
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LED Snowman Jar
Includes: LED tea light, plastic reusable 

jar, pipe cleaner, a variety of craft 

embellishments, and adhestive dots.

Spring Flower Puppet
Includes: pre-cut base shape, paper 

strips, pre-cut face shapes, string, and 

glue.

Recycled Bottle Top Fish
Includes: recycled plastic bottle top, 

pre-cut fins, coloured paper, wiggle 

eyes, dot stickers and, glue.

Rainbow Cloud Puppet
Includes: pre-cut cloud, coloured 

paper strips, craft embellishments, 

paddle pop stick, and glue.

Coloured Sand Jar
Includes: a plastic reusable jar, 

selection of coloured sand, craft 

embellishments, and adhesive dots.

Mini Paper Mache Bird House
Includes: paper mache bird house, a 

variety of craft embellishments and, 

glue.

   WILDERNESS WONDERS      WILDERNESS WONDERS     WILDERNESS WONDERS     WILDERNESS WONDERS     WILDERNESS WONDERS   



3D Standing Paper Vase & Flowers

Includes: pre-cut vase and flower base 

shapes, cardboard roll, paper straws, 

paper shapes, and glue.

Galaxy Telescope
Includes: long cardboard roll, pre-cut 

paper shapes, string, a variety of craft 

embellishments, and glue.

Abstract Vase & Flowers Banner
Includes: pre-cut vase and flower 

base shapes, a variety of craft 

embellishments and, glue.

Pet Rocks
Includes: clean rocks, felt wings, a 

variety of craft embellishments, and 

adhesive dots.

Patty Pan Flowers
Includes: pre assembled flower base, 

patty pan pettles and leaves, a variety 

of craft embellishments and, glue.
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Wooden Tambourine
Includes: wooden tambourine, 

coloured bells, pipe cleaners, a variety 

of craft embellishments, and ribbons.

Wooden Maracas 
Includes: wooden maraca, a variety 

of craft embellishments, and coloured 

ribbons.

Tic Toc Drum
Includes: paper mache tic toc drum 

(round, egg, or star shape), a variety 

of craft embellishments, and glue

Music Shaker
Includes: cardboard roll, pre cut 

coloured paper, a variety of craft 

embellishments, beads and glue.

Music Microphone
Includes: cardboard roll, aluminum foil, 

tissue paper, colored paper, a variety 

of craft embellishments, and glue.

MUSICAL MASTERMINDS   MUSICAL MASTERMINDS   MUSICAL MASTERMINDS   MUSICAL MASTERMINDS   MUSICAL MASTERMINDS   



Sensory Bottle
Includes: a plastic reusable bottle, 

plain and colored rice, and a variety 

of craft trinkets.

Sensory Toy Kit
Includes: an engaging selection of See 

Make Play-created sensory toys.

Felt Wall Friends
Includes: a soft tactile selection of See 

Make Play-created felt friends to stick 

onto a felt sensory wall.

SENSORY PLAY   SENSORY PLAY   SENSORY PLAY   SENSORY PLAY   SENSORY PLAY   SENSORY PLAY   SENSORY PLAY   SENSORY PLAY     

Star Wars TIE Fighter
Created for a specific client event 

with a Star Wars theme.

Star Wars R2D2 
Lantern

Created for a specific client event 

with a Star Wars theme.



Acrylic Baubles
Includes: acrylic bauble, gold string, a 

variety of festive craft embellishments, 

and adhesive dots.

North Pole Cuffs
Includes: cardboard roll cuff, pre-

cut shapes, a variety of festive craft 

embellishments, and glue.

Novelty Bauble
Includes: round clear plastic bauble, 

custom-cut shapes, a variety of festive 

craft embellishments, and glue.

Paper Stocking Banner
Includes: paper stocking base (pre-

cut), ribbon shapes, a variety of craft 

embellishments, and glue.

Festive Stocking
Includes: fabric festive stocking, a 

variety of craft embellishments, and 

adhesive sticky dots.

Christmas Tree Hat
Includes: plastic headband, paper tree 

base shapes (pre-cut), a variety of 

craft embellishments, and glue.

FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   



Santa Puppet
Includes: paper santa base 

shapes (pre-cut), a variety of craft 

embellishments, a paddle pop stick, 

and glue.

Wooden Reindeer
Includes: wooden reindeer shapes, 

pipe cleaner, a variety of craft 

embellishments, and glue.

FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   FESTIVE FUN   

Gingerbread Friends Banner 
Includes: paper gingerbrread base 

shapes (pre-cut), a variety of craft 

embellishments, and glue.



  

       Packaging options

Add custom branded 

stickers to suit your theme! 
Packaging options that are as unique as our craft!

Branded
Craft KitStickers
Options



We use the most colourful selection of bowls, baskets and trays in town!



   Good stuff we’re about...
Un-grumpy 
grown-ups

Educating, 
engaging 

and helping 
young minds 

connect 
to their 

creativity.

Creative 
kids

Re-purposing, re-using, recycling and keeping it local to minimise impact.

Volunteering, 
donating and 

supporting 
community 
programs 
including 

the Starlight 
Foundation.

Giving 
back

Helping big kids spend more time out of their heads and in their hands.

Happy 
planet



I’m ready to jump in at any stage, from
concept to creation, on your next big project.  

Or we could start with a simple chat!
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